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The absence of painted pottery, non-occurrence of polished stone industry, the lack of typical
chalcolithic blade industry are some of the negative evidences which individualise the site. It may be
mentioned that the site like Nagarjunakonda does not have painted pottery. The site may fall in line to
a certain extent with the neolithic sites of the coastal Andhra.
In view of the above finds further probing may be done.
Karukonda Ramavaram : It is about 6 kms. from Kothagudem and is a Buddhist site. It con*
sists of two rock-cut caves and a single block of stone dagoba depicting Lord Buddha on the four
inner sides of the box like cells, hewn out of monolithic stone. The hill Karukotnda covers about 30 acres
of land. It comes under the main village Hemachandrapuram. The available rock is white sand stone.
Topography : The hill Karukonda is situated on the western side of Hemachandrapuram
village of Kothagudem town. The village Jeelupuram is situated on the southern side. The western-
side is covered by the tank Karukonda chsruvu.
Archaeological importance: The rock-cut temples are noticed on the westernside of the hillock Karu-
konda at a height of about 100' from the surrounding ground level. The caves are in a very bad state
of preservation due to constant exposure to sun and rain. The interior of the cave is slowly disintegrating.
Some of the carved sculptures arc crumbling. The sculptures, carved on the inner walls of the
cave are much mutilated and are beyond identification. However, some of the sculptures bear very early
features probably dating back to 3rd or 4th centuries A.D. The height of the cave is about 10' and the
total length of the cave is 36'. There is every possibility of further danger to the monument due to constant
quarrying on the hillock. On enquiry locally from Sri Kondapalli Siva Prasad, Karanam of the
Hemachandrapuram village, it is learnt that there was a beautiful cell made out of single block dagoba of
about 12' to 13' height and the idol of Lord Buddha was hewn insid; the box like cave. This box like cave
(dagoba) seems to have disappeared sometime back. The remnants of the box like cave are still observed
on the spot,
On the northern side of the hill, a few yards away from the caves is noticed a single block of stone
utilised as a dagoba. The seated images of Buddha are kept on the four sides. On the northern side the
cell has cracked due to a thunderbolt yet the image is not damaged. The four images are in dhyana pose*
The limbs depict early features. All the images of Lord Buddha are almost of the same dimensions and
have similai features.
On the northern side of the hillock, a few yards away by the side of the road, are three foot prints
said to be those of Lord Rama, on the bed rock. The foot prints are rather deeply cut into the natural
rock. A few foot prints said to be that of the deer arc also visible on the same rock. Local people say
that Lord Rama once visited this area for hunting deer.
An idol of Anjaneya was brought' from Karukonda to Ramachandrapuram and is being
worshipped by the local people.
The mutilated veeragal sculptures are kept under a tree ixearby the hillock.

